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To whom it may concern:

I am a homeowner on the east side of Moreno Valley and have reviewed the Draft
Environmental Impact Report with regard to the proposed World Logistics Center and find
this project to have insurmountable consequences to our region if approved.

The Health impact, traffic impact, infrastructure impact and loss of economic benefits to our
community does not warrant the approval of such a project. This scope development should
be deemed unlawful to be situated near residential communities that could even remotely
be burdened by the ongoing significances that the project is proposing.

It is my opinion that not enough due diligence has been practiced by our local city officials
to make an educated decision on the magnitude of such a project. If they have then where
is proof of their deliberations and what supporting documents will they provide to prove
they have full awareness and acceptance of the consequences of their decision? Also, where
in the justice system does it give a City Council permission to cause direct and indirect
physical harm to the citizens due to their decision before their actions become criminal?

Also, with the DEIR presenting the significant impacts with no mitigation to resolve the
impact, were is the protection by our City Council to the community to protect us from this
sort of demise on every impact level?

To approve this project shows such lack of consideration for the protection of our citizens

what charges could this government be held accountable for? There is not enough tax base
or ongoing proof of employment to warrant this kind of disregard for the impending
consequences.

There will be thousands of residents directly in harm’s way due to every significant impact
this project promises. What will be the City Councils retribution to the citizens within the
region with the quality of life willfully being revoked by them due to their decision? This
project not only brings health consequences, infrastructure deterioration that our
community cannot afford but what about the blighting of our communities and deliberate
theft by our City Council of the property owners value and equity of their real estate?

Our elected officials have an amazing opportunity to pay close attention to the communities
like Temecula, Riverside, Corona, Rancho Cucamonga just to name a few, that got it right!
We are at a pivotal moment in our city’s history to make decisions that lay the groundwork
for impressive financial rewards that could last for many generations to come. Give us roof
tops to house the high wage earners that the medical corridor will attract. Give us Business
Parks to bring high wage earners such as medical professionals, engineers, law offices, and
high end business components that come to Moreno Valley to do their business instead of
having to travel to outlying cities because we do not have those key components to house
them. This is an opportunity to bring stable tax base business to our city and build on
creating a livable community for all.

I oppose this project and any decision to approve such a horrific development within our
community! There are no acceptable overriding consideration that could justify approving it
as proposed!

Tracy Hodge
13097 Shubert Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92555

